Description

Teaching Tools . . .

Avoid

Tips

. . . for Providing Information
LECTURE
Good for short, succinct presentations in
conjunction w/other tools. Very efficient
and effective for presesnting info--if done
well.

pp. 45-47
< 30 min.
< 5 major points.
Simple and concrete. Use visuals.
Summarize. Allow time for Q&A.

INTERVIEW
Especially good to use w/a resource
person not accustomed to speaking in front
of a group. Develop questions in advance
(may or may not be shared w/speaker).
Invite class to ask questions. Best for
group <30.
FIELD TRIP
Excellent tool, but requires considerable
planning.

p. 47
Selection of resource person and
advance preparation important.
Planned questions may also prompt
new questions to be asked.

p. 48
Make advance visit to the site and
visit w/guide about purpose. Attend to
details: transportation, meals.
Prepare participants. May require
special accomodations. Followup
important!
PRINT MATERIALS
pp. 48-49
Be specific about expectations and make Be clear about what you expect
sure that learners have access to
learners to read. Encourage
materials. Provide a bibliography for those journaling--questions, comments,
to want more. During workshops have
disagreements. Develop reading lists
supplemental readings available for
for special interests.
browsing.
RESULT DEMONSTRATION
pp. 50-51
Use to show/compare results (i.e., variety Carefully select cooperators. They
plots)
must be willing to adhere to directions
and follow through. Be clear about the
purpose--what results you want to
demonstrate. Arrange for costs.
Record progress--capture for use in
other venues.

D4L notes.xls

Avoid reading; talking too fast or slow; too
softlly or in a monotone. If possible,
videotape yourself to watch for
mannerisms.

Avoid asking general questions that result
in vague answers.

Avoid taking a trip w/o clear objectives and
prior planning.

Avoid expecting too much OR too little
reading w/adult learners. Recognize
diversity in amt of reading learners will do.

Avoid not taking time to supervise the
operation.
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Teaching Tools . . .
Tips

Avoid

. . . for Skill Training
COMPUTER
Can be used for immediate feedback, selfpaced. May be too impersonal for some.
Can experience equipment problems or
may not know how to operate.
SKILL DEMONSTRATION
Learners can gain by watching--better
combined with what and why info, followed
by practice.

HANDS-ON WITH SUPERVISION
Most effective to combine lecture, skills
demo, and practice.

pp.51-52
Learners need to know how to
Avoid --hovering.
operate the computers. Be available -Treating learners as a group instead of
to help. Some will take longer than
individuals.
others--allow time to repeat.
-making negative comments to slower
learners.
pp.52-53
Be well prepared--practice in
Avoid --going too fast.
advance. Have all materials ready
-dismissing any questions.
--including the finished product to
show. Allow for questions--after or
during the demo. Provide demo steps
in written form.
p.53
Be available to help. Be patient
Avoid --expecting everyone to "get it" on the
w/learners' errors. Make certain safety first try.
cautions are clear. Be patient and
-embarrassing learners in front of their
aware if left-handed/right-handed skill peers.
makes a difference. Encourage
-making discouraging comments or losing
participants to help each other.
your patience.

INTERNSHIP
The participant (intern) must spend enough
time actually working in the new job to
learn how to do it and learn about the
relationships with other people and the
organization itself.

pp.55-55
Plan carefully what the intern is
expected to learn. Plan periodic
meetings with the on-site supervisor
and the intern. Design the experience
to progress from observation to direct
involvement. Provide an orientation-what to expect, what the rules are . . .
If multiple interns, hold periodic
seminars so they can share their
experiences. Encourage journaling.
Ask for a written report/summary:
what they learned; what questions
were raised; what further learning was
suggested/ desired.

CASE STUDY
Can be an alternative to the real thing.
Present a problem situation to a small
group for them to analyze and solve.
Emphasizes the process, rather than
specific information.

pp.55-56
Can use existing studies.
Can develop from real life situations
--change the names and situations!
Stories in newspapers and magazines
can sometimes be developed. Select
or create studies that fit the
backgrounds and experience of the
participants as well as fit the learning
objectives. Explain that careful
analysis must precede the selection
of solutions.

D4L notes.xls

Avoid --having inadequate on-site
supervision.
-placing interns where they are expected to
repeat the same tasks throughout.
--placing in intern w/o sufficient preparation
on what to expect.

Avoid --having long complex studies.
--using case studies w/o explaining the
importance of the problem solving process
w/particular attention to careful analysis.
--leaving the impression there is only one
right answer.
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. . . for Developing In-depth Understanding
FORUM
Have learners interact w/a resource
person. 15 to 60 min of open discussion
following the resource person's
presentation. Encourage participants to
offer opinions, raise questions, discuss
issues, challenge the resource person and
each other. Teacher serves as moderator.

pp. 57-58
Be clear about what you want to
accomplish. Be sure the resource
person understands how it works.
Explain to the class what a forum is
and how you plan to use it. Work at
balancing participation. Be prepared
w/questions if needed.

QUIET MEETING
Excellent for 5-20 who know each other
well. Key to success is not allowing
discussion. Sit quietly, reflect, occasionally
sharing in idea. Group focuses on topic or
question written on chalkboard or flip chart.
Someone in circle may share a personal
experience related to the topic, express a
feeling, or add information. Others do not
react. The power is in the moments of
silence. Use this tool when the group
believes it can benefit from reflection and
contemplation.
DIAD AND TRIAD
For a group larger than 45-50, this will get
people talking/reacting to what the speaker
said. After the lecture, break into twos or
threes for up to five mintues to discuss an
assigned question or identify questions
from the presentation. Have a
recorder/reporter summarize each groups
discussion. If time is an issue, have
representative groups from various
sections of the room. This can be used in a
lecture hall w/fixed seats.
BUZZ GROUP
Longer, larger version of diad and
triad.Break into groups of four to six to
discuss assigned question or issue for 1015 minutes. Ask each group to select a
recorder who reports the group result.

pp. 58-59
Stress that accepting quiet time as
useful for learning is a necessary
prerequisite. Explain the rules. Limit
your contributions, but be prepared to
react to those who cannot bear long
periods of silence. You may need to
work w/them individually/privately.

pp. 59-60
Be clear about what you want the
diads and triads to do. Specify the
time allowed for discussion and
inform groups when they have two
minutes left. Circulate to answer
questions. Group selects own
recorder/reporter. Give instructions on
how to form groups. During reporting,
summarize groups reports on
chalkboard or newsprint.
p. 60
Have a plan for organizing groups. Be
clear about what you want the buzz
groups to do. Specify the time allowed
for discussion and inform groups
when they have two minutes left.
Circulate to answer questions. Group
selects own recorder/reporter. Give
instructions on how to form groups.
During reporting, summarize groups
reports on chalkboard or newsprint.

D4L notes.xls

Avoid --allowing a few to monopolize the
time.
-allowing the resource person to give
additional short speeches.

-

Avoid --allowing the quiet meeting to
degenerate into a group discussion.
--having group members respond to others'
comments.
--locating the meeting in a place
w/distracting noises.

Avoid --vague instructions.
--letting groups meet beyond the assigned
time.
-comparing groups' responses (no right or
wrong).

Avoid --vague instructions.
--letting groups meet beyond the assigned
time.
--comparing groups' responses (no right or
wrong).
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GROUP DISCUSSION
pp. 60-62
An approach for encouraging people to
Sit in the circle w/the participants. Use
interact. Work best when no smaller than 5- an ice breaker. Be specific about what
6 nor larger than 25-30. Participants must the group will discuss. Limit intro
have some knowledge of the topic
remard about the topic to <15 min.
(assigned readings, presentations, or
Keep the discussion focused
personal experience). Generally seated in --may need to ask specific questions,
a circle. Emphasis is on interaction among ask people to be more specific. May
group members and sharing of experience help to write summary stmts on
and points of view.
newsprint. Invite ALL to participate.
Discourage domination.

Avoid--allowing the discussion to drift.
--using when group members do not have
sufficient background or information to
make a discussion worthwhile.
--embarrassing anyone.
--forcing people who really do want to be
"silent" participants.
--dominating the group w/your own
comments, suggestions, opinions.

p. 62
Provide participants w/ background
info. If teams, create balance. Stop
the game occasionally to assess
progress, problems, and frustrations.
Participants may want to share
strategies. If developing your own
game, make sure it is appropriate for
the learners; level of understanding
and background about the topic. At
completion, discuss what was
learned, what difficulties people had,
and how problems were solved.
ROLE PLAY
pp. 62-63
Excellent way to experience a situation in a Involve no more than 3-4 with others
safe environment. Good for studying
observing. Carefully select
interpersonal relationships, practicing job participants. May want to select in
interviews, exploring community issues, or advance so they can consider their
probing topics where emotions run high
roles. Develop specific roles in
and several perspectives are involved.
sufficient detail. Direct the group
(observers) to look for specific
behaviors, emotional reactions, and
underlying currents. Stop the role play
when sufficient info has been
presented for a discussion. Upon
completion, ask role players how they
felt about their roles and what they
learned. Ask the entire group for their
insights. Make sure the discussion is
about the roles played and their
meaning--not about the people who
played the roles.

Avoid--embarrassing anyone.
--letting participants see other's specific
roles.
--having the role play continue too long.

SIMULATION
Present situation similar to real life. Games
may be paper and pencil activities, board
games, or computer simulations with a
series of problems to be solved, w/new info
fed into the process, and chance
introduced.

D4L notes.xls
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Avoid

GROUP PROJECT
pp. 63-64
If class meets over a period of time, this
Projects should have pupose.
Avoid--busy work. --supervising too closely.
can help participants learn together. (2-4) Encourage participants to turn in a
participants can work together--gathering proposal--allows for feedback and
info, creating a project or presentation.
suggested resources. Be clear about
expectations. Allow participants to
select their own projects. Be available
for consultation.

SEMINAR
Learners encouraged to explore personal
learning projects, then share the results
w/the total seminar group. Select one
aspect of a topic, then practice selfdirected learning. Works best w/groups of
5-15. Participants can provide both a
written and oral presentation. During first
session talk about the process and
expectation. Then at each suceeding
seminar, intro the topic and turn it over to
the participant presenter.

pp. 64-65
Give overall seminar a focus, w/each
session contributing. Constructive
review of presentations; raise
questions to add depth to the study.
Encourage participants to raise
questions and make observations.
Ensure that topics are consistent
w/knowledge and ability of teacher.

SIMULATED TV SHOW
An adaptation of role play. In small groups
of (3-5), participants plan a simulated tv
show (5-7minutes) around an assigned
topic.

pp. 65-66
Provide background reading and
Avoid--comparing groups.
other resources in advance. Divide
--rushing the process.
the class into small groups (5-6).
--suggesting that everyone be comfortable
Counting off can work to create
and excited--some will not be!
random groups. Groups can reach
common agreement/ disagreement
about topic. Select a type of tv show:
game show, soap opera, news,
comedy, etc. Give each group about
an hour for discussion and
development of the show. At that
point, ask each group to present its
show in 5-7 minutes. After each, ask
questions; review themain points; ask
what difficulties the group
encountered in deciding what and
how to communicate. After all groups
are finished, discuss common
themes. Ask questions: Were you
able to understand the ___beyond
just reading or hearing about it?What
were some of the dimensions of this
deeper level? What did you learn from
this activity? If anything about the
activity was difficult, please explain. If
the activity caused you to be
uncomfortable, please explain.

D4L notes.xls

Avoid--not allowing enough time for
discussion and critique of presentations.
--not having a clear focus.
--allowing anyone to monopolize the
discussion.
--allowing topics to depart from teacher's
expertise.
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Teaching Tools . . .
Tips

QUESTIONING
The ability to ask probing questions is one
of the most powerful teaching tools. Asking
questions can help learners dig deeper,
explore various perspectives, make
thoughtful decision, critically examine their
own feelings and perspectives.

pp. 67-68
Use visuals to help record, organize,
and synthesize answers. Develop
questions that can help people
explore a topic more deeply,
searching for accuracy and
application. What is the source of
info? How do we know it is accurate?
How can we test accuracy?Do other
sources differ? In what way? Do we
have all the info we need to develop a
perspective on the topic? What's
missing? Do we have different
interpretations?What applications do
we see for this info? Where should
the info be applied?
Develop
questions to assist in exploring their
feelings and perspectives. How do
you know this?Personal experience?
Reading? Authority? Thought it
through? What else can you say
about this? an example? How do you
resolve your perspective w/what has
been said? How do you feel about
this topic/issue? If your position is
this, can you describe the opposition
to your position?

CONSCIOUSNESS RAISING
Tool to help participants examine
something w/I their lives or communities
that may not be immediately evident.
Works best w/small group (5-15). Could be
sub-groups. For most groups, an action
phase follows the initial meetings--people
try out what they are learning. Then the
group comes back together to discuss how
well what they tried worked. They
reexamine, reflect on the action steps, and
try again.

pp. 68-69
Process such as: (1) If >15 break into
smaller groups. (2) Ask participants to
write down what they do on a typical
(i.e., Wednesday)(individual effort).
(3) Share--making a list for all to see.
(4) Ask participants to write down
what they believe are the
expectations of their jobs (individual
effort). (5) Repeat (3). (6). Discuss
w/group the contradictions between
the two lists. (7) Discuss the reasons
for the contradictions. List and fasten
alongside the other two lists. (8) Ask
participants what actions they can
take to correct the contradictions. Be
specific as to when (i.e., Monday). (9)
When the group meets at a later time,
discuss the results of the efforts
attempted and make decisions about
next steps.

D4L notes.xls

Avoid

Avoid--embarrassing people.
--Arrogantly asking questions.
--Pushing people too far--read their body
language. --Moving people toward your
personal position--the purpose of
questioning is to help people clarify their
perspectives.

Avoid--adding your interpretation on what
the contradictions are and what actions
ought to be taken.
--making light of what people have written.
--posting statements that are not
understood by each group member.
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SEARCHING FOR ASSUMPTIONS
Need ways to help learners explore the
foundations for theirs and others ideas by
identifying assumptions. Could be used
w/other tools (i.e., group discussion on a
reading assignment).

pp. 69-70
Take time to explain what an
Avoid--being impatient. The process takes
assumption is--give examples. When time, especially if new to use. --presenting
discussing written material, DVD, or a your own assumptions as "right."
person's contributions, ask "What are
the assumptions behind ___?"Explore
people and their motivations about
govt/operations, society/purposes,
competition, cooperation, who
controls decision making, etc.

DEBATE
Use if you want participants to clearly see
two sides to an issue. Can assign positions
to two small groups (3-5) who each make
their case. Debate works best for groups of
10-30.

pp. 70-71
Form groups by counting off or some Avoid some groups having more time than
other approach that mixes. Assign a others to present or rebut.
position on a question or issue to
each group. Give each group about
15 minutes to prepare. Ask the first
group to present (5 minutes). Have an
opposing group rebut (3 minutes).

. . . for Offering Multiple Perspectives
PANEL
An approach for presenting several points
of view. Invite 3-5 people w/different
perspectives and backgrounds to present
their views on a topic or question.

GUEST SPEAKER
A good way of bringing another
perspective/ expertise. Speaker can be
followed w/forum, group discussion, or
Q&A.

pp. 71-72
Select panelists who can easly and
Avoid letting anyone (i.e., member of panel
quickly make their points. Give clear or audience) dominate.
instructions/expectations. Moderator
keeps things moving; prevents a
dominate panel member. Follow the
panel w/a variety of approaches
depending on time available, size of
audience, and logistical options.
pp. 72-73
Ask permission to audio or video
Avoid using an excessive # of guest
record for later use (or those absent). speakers. --making last minute
Check how speaker has been rec'd by arrangements that would not allow the"
other groups. In confirmation letter,
tips"' to be implemented.
outline details about date, time, place
(how to get their, where to park, etc.)
Include info about class members,
purpose, total time available, your
expectations. Follow up to see if there
are questions (also serves as
reminder/additional confirmation).
Does speaker need AV equipment,
copies made? Prepare your group for
the speaker. Ask them to develop
questions.

D4L notes.xls
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Description
DRAWING
May be a way to express ideas or feelings
that words have not captured. Participants
may learn more about themselves! --A
useful tool to help translate complex
abstract ideas into a concrete presentation
of what they understand.

3-D CREATION
A powerful tool for uncovering knowledge
participants may not know they have.
Allows translation of abstract ideas into
concrete representations. Also indirectly
teaches cooperation and idea sharing.
Small group (3-5) (or individual) project.

Teaching Critical Thinking
You have an obligation to help people
develop skills for critical thinking. CT is an
attitude the teacher has . . . becomes a
part of everything you do.

Teaching Tools . . .
Tips
pp. 73-74
Give each participant a large sheet of
paper, marking pens or crayons, and
15-20 min. to complete drawing. Have
masking tape for display of drawings.
Those who finish early can view
others who also finished early. NO
words! Ask each artist for explanation.
Group members ask questions. Do
summary discussion about meaning
of activity and what participants
believe they learned
pp. 74-75
Give each small group an envelope
w/same supplies. Allow each the
same amt of time (i.e., 1 hour).
Suggest they might want to spend
half the time discussing, the other
half constructing. Encourage those
who finish early to view others also
finished. When all finished or time
called, ea. group explain process/
problems in building, ideas
represented. Lead a group discussion
of problems w/this method and what
was learned from it.

Avoid

Avoid --making judgments aout the quality
of the drawings or the ideas presented.
--letting the group judge the drawings--they
should try to understand and appreciate
what each artist has done.

Avoid --making negative comments about
the creations.

pp. 95-102
INTEGRATE! Help learners
-become aware. Use the tools we've

-Avoid --letting learners stop with the first
plausilble idea.
discussed today.
--not giving learners time/opportunity to
--explore alternatives.
process, reflect, and work through the
--work through a transition (this is the transition especially when it means giving
most troublesome phase).
up previous values and beliefs.

pp.102-106
NOT linear . . . It is possible to have people Achieve integration (provide a reality
at all points in the process at any one time check for what they are learning and
..
-now believe.
-Can USE the process or TEACH the
--take action (when appropriate).
process.
Then reflect.
--Very important. Teaching them how to
Provide a reality check on what they
think and take charge of their own learning. are learning and now believe.

D4L notes.xls
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. . . for Creating a Good Learning Environment
Approaches for getting acquainted
Take time for participants to get to know
each other.

Avoid

Tips
Unit 4-Guide, pp. 36-45

pp. 79-80
Can interview each other in pairs,
then introduce each other to the
group. Can find answers to questions-learning about group members--one
for each question. Provide name tags.

Building self-confidence
Especially important for adult learners.

pp. 85-86
Divide into small groups (3-4). Ask
participants to share a success,
accomplishment, or achievement
experienced at certain ages (i.e., <12;
12-20; 20 and present)
--something important to them.
Repeat the process w/success during
past month/past week. Group process-any difficulties doing this? Any
surprises? Discuss intentions for
success in the class. Include ways to
set goals and make plans to achieve.
Using humor
pp. 77-78
Always incorporated w/other teaching
May poke fun at yourself, some
Avoid --using a story that has no
tools. Humor can serve several functions: mistake you've made, something from relationship to your subject.
liberate creative capacity; see mistakes are your experience that is relevant to the Humor is not humor when it demeans.
a normal part of the learning process and topic.
something we can all laugh at. Can help
build relationships, reduce tension, calm
emotions and relax learners for better
concentration. Can provide a "hook" for
remembering important content. Shows
you are human :-)
Developing "group agendas"
pp. 80-82
Process for identifying learner needs and Divide into smaller groups (5-7).
Avoid --allowing participants to talk to
interests. Major attention on topics (needs Paper for individuals; flip chart, felt
others during the thinking/writing process.
and interests) expressed by group
pen, and masking tape for groups.
participants.
Ask individuals to consider, then list,
what should be covered in workshop.
Then groups select recorder, and
each person share a question or topic
that gets recorded on flip chart--brief
words or phrases. Recorders rotate
into group. Capture all
topics/questions. Discuss each so
everyone understands. Prioritize five
top items. During this phase, people
may want to change their priorities.
Teacher may need to take leadership
to intro new topics or guide process.

Mastering the Teaching of Adults - Apps
Design for Learning Self-Paced Guide

D4L notes.xls

Unit 3, pp. 30-35
Unit 4, pp. 36-45
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